spring 2019 newsletter
Focus on:

engaging the next generation
of conservationists

Thank you, Tryba Architects!
For the second year in a row, Denver’s Tryba Architects has made Colorado Open Lands the beneficiary of
its annual staff charity auction. Staff members donated goods and services to be auctioned, and other staff
members bought them, with proceeds going to Colorado Open Lands. The firm rounded up the total, and
presented this generous gift to COL President Tony Caligiuri earlier this year. We are very grateful for their
continued support!
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preserving colorado’s land ethic by educating
the next generation of conservationists

W

ho will protect and steward the Colorado of tomorrow? In an increasingly busy world with people tied to
their digital devices, how do we make sure that open space remains a priority for Coloradans?
Colorado Open Lands aims to provide a solution through a series of interconnected programs designed to maintain
and grow Colorado’s land ethic by engaging people in all phases of their lives. We started with our nationallypioneering fellowship in 2004, and we have expanded the suite of programs to include K-12 students, young
professionals, and beyond!

Training Teachers to Get Students Outside

If you ask a hiker, angler, or other outdoor enthusiast where they got their love for the land, nearly all will reference
their childhood. Children who spend unstructured time in nature mature into adults who value open space and
are frequent users of it. That’s why Colorado Open Lands considers it a priority to help teach children about all
that open lands have to offer.
We do this through an annual teacher training workshop. Each summer, with support from the Trinchera Blanca
Foundation, COL staff hosts a week-long training for K-12 teachers, giving them background on the state of
conservation in Colorado and then guiding them through days of examples of outdoor activities that seamlessly
dovetail with their prescribed curriculums.
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“I was attracted to the teacher workshop because I have a very strong passion for teaching science and being
outdoors. I am a firm believer in teaching lessons that are hands-on. Kids learn so much more by doing instead
of reading from a text book and doing worksheets. The teacher workshop offered engaging hands on lessons for
all students, at every level. ” said Lindsay Walter, a Crowley County teacher who has taken the COL workshops.
“There are so many lessons I have used that it is hard to list them all. The huge amount of resources I received while
participating in these classes is unbelievable!”
We estimate that, in the 13 years of holding these workshops, we have trained teachers who have taught over
22,000 students throughout the K-12 education system. By empowering teachers to be advocates for and lovers of
open space, we can very quickly achieve these huge numbers of impact. Moreover, the teachers consistently report
back to us that when incorporating these principles, students have better attendance and a keener sense of current
events, and they even perform better on the ACT and SAT college entrance exams.

Internships for a Deeper Look

After students complete their K-12 schooling and
continue their education in college, we offer another
way to engage. Colorado Open Lands offers paid
internships for college students who wish to have
an immersive experience in the land conservation
industry. We pioneered this program in 2018 to
great success and are currently working in a new
partnership with the Sprout Foundation to place
two interns in our Lakewood office this summer
and fall. Interns will have flexible schedules that
accommodate their coursework, and will get a reallife look at how conservation gets done.

Fellowships for Young Professionals

Once students graduate with environmental
science or natural resource degrees, they often need
a foot in the door to break into the conservation
industry. The Colorado Open Lands Fellowship is
designed to help them get that introduction. We
place Fellows in our organization and in partner
organizations to help advance the conservation
industry in Colorado.
We interviewed Amanda Hill, who was a Colorado
Open Lands Fellow placed at the Palmer Land Trust
from 2010-2012. Her career then took her to Great
Outdoors Colorado, a critical funding partner to
our industry, and finally to her current position at
the Land Trust Alliance, a national organization of
land trusts, where she serves as the Southwest &
Amanda Hill
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California Program Manager.
When asked about what attracted her to the Fellowship, Amanda
said, “The opportunity to join a land trust staff straight out of grad
school was very exciting. I feel very fortunate that I was able to start
my professional career in natural resources, which was always my
goal. Competition to work in natural resources conservation is stiff,
and the fellowship felt like a way to break into that world.”

“...it’s critical that our land
trusts continue the shift
to a community focus to
remain relevant...”

We also asked her what advice she had for young professionals who
would like to work in conservation. She answered, “Talk to everyone
you can about the work they do in conservation. Find a mentor and be specific in what you’d like from them. And be
open to approaching this work from a different angle. For example, I didn’t recognize how important real estate law
would be when I was taking the course in law school because it wasn’t natural resources focused, but it was the basis
of most of my work at GOCO.”
Amanda has strong hopes for Colorado’s future. She added, “Colorado has done such a good job of creating
and using tools for conservation that much of the remaining open space available for conservation will require
unique approaches or complicated structures to see permanent protection. I think it’s critical that our land trusts
continue the shift to a community focus to remain relevant, achieve the objectives of their mission, and fulfill the
promise of perpetuity. Whether it’s 100 years or 1,000 years, I think we have the best chance of being successful
if we work with all sectors of our communities
across Colorado.”
Amanda is just one of the 47 Fellows who
have graduated from our program. The vast
majority have continued on in careers in
conservation, and four in five continue to do
so in Colorado. This program is truly shaping
the next generation of conservation leaders by
giving them a solid foundation of training and a
network of passionate colleagues.

Engaging Leaders Across Sectors

For young professionals that may not
necessarily work directly in the field but still
want to be engaged and involved, we offer the
Conservation Leadership Series. Each year, we
enroll 20-30 young professionals in a year-long
course of field trips and tours, presentations,
and networking opportunities to help them
deepen their understanding of conservation.
We asked two graduates of the 2018 class what
they thought of the program.
Dane Harbaugh said that his favorite outing
was “the South Park Basin tour, since it really
Allie Morgan
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Dane
Harbaugh
with wife
Andrea and
baby Sadie

opened my eyes to the conservation efforts and ecological nuances of an area I had traveled through many times. I
appreciated the chance to interact with conservation-minded owners at the Santa Maria Ranch and the opportunity
to see such a beautifully restored/preserved property.”
Allie Morgan enjoyed the Colorado River float trip, adding, “It’s hard to beat being on the water on a perfect, sunny
day.” She also agreed with Dane about the South Park trip because, “…we got to see riparian areas in different
stages of restoration and think about water use and what that could and should look like as Colorado’s population
continues to grow. Plus, it really made me want to learn to fly fish.”
We engaged these and other professionals in a comprehensive series of trainings about how the industry operates
and gave them an insider look. Dane added, “I truly appreciated gaining a better understanding of the political
pressures facing conservation and land trusts. There are more headwinds than I had originally been aware of.”
Allie also said, “I appreciated the conversations about how private land conservation resonates across the political
spectrum: it uses the free market to voluntarily engage landowners
in a market-oriented way and can be a big economic driver for local
communities. I work with the state legislature in my job, so I often
think about areas of potential agreement between Democrats and
“Always leave the land
Republicans.”

a little better than you
found it.”

We asked our graduates what they would recommend if other people
wanted to get involved with conservation but didn’t know where to
start.
Allie said, “Contact Colorado Open Lands! There are opportunities
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to attend events or get out on the land with people who know
a lot about it, or to get connected with landowners, appraisers,
or others working in areas of particular interest to you (at COL
or outside of it). Being referred by a trusted source is always a
helpful way to start.”
And Dane added, “Continue to enjoy the outdoors but step up
your stewardship. Always leave the land a little better than you
found it. Work to educate yourself. Reach out to an organization
that works in a part of land conservation that you care about
and see what you can do to get involved. Many organizations
appreciate your interest and volunteer efforts as much or more
than your financial support. Lastly, spread the word to help
raise awareness since most Coloradans care about the land but
simply take our open spaces for granted.”
“I really appreciate COL’s efforts to keep the program going.
It’s great to see it in its third year now and I’m excited to see
a new generation of conservation minded individuals getting
involved, “ Dane concluded.
Allie added, “the CLS program was a great balance between learning and fun. It brings together an awesome group
of people, and I look forward to seeing how the program continues to grow and develop. Lastly, I’d say my biggest
takeaway is that land conservation is not about being anti-development – it’s about balance, protecting working
agriculture and open spaces, and ensuring that Colorado doesn’t lose so many of the places that make it a special
place to live.”
The Conservation Leadership Series, now in its third year, is proud to work with professionals like Allie and Dane
to help advance Colorado’s land ethic. We are in the process of creating a guide to this program that can be used
by other land trusts as a model for engaging the future leaders in their own areas.

moving forward

Colorado’s future depends on a citizenry dedicated to
open space protection and stewardship. Our future
generations will make the policies and decisions that
protect the land or that neglect it. By making these
investments now, we can help ensure a future where
what we’ve worked so hard to conserve remains that
way. By training teachers, hiring interns, funding
fellows, and engaging young leaders, we can help
reverse the trend of disengagement and apathy
towards our open spaces while we still can.

Interested in supporting or enrolling in one of these programs?
Please contact Alyssa Acosta at AAcosta@ColoradoOpenLands.org or 303.988.2373 ext. 216.
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a record year for colorado open lands!

Conservation easement closed in fiscal year 2018
conservation easement closed prior to fy2018

25,510 ACRES • 16 PROJECTS • 11 COUNTIES
Colorado Open Lands is proud to have had a record-breaking year for
conservation! In our 2018 Fiscal Year (April 1-March 31), with the support
of forward-thinking landowners, national and local partners, and people
just like you, we were able to make significant progress towards our strategic
plan goals. Read on for more lands protected since our last issue!
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ANDERSON LAZY EA
Just last month, COL closed this 164acre ranch in Rio Grande County, two
miles south of Del Norte. The easement
includes senior water rights on Pinos
Creek, tributary to the Rio Grande. It
features amazing viewsheds and riparian
wildlife habitat as well! This project
was completed in partnership with the
Natural Resource Conservation Service,
Colorado Water Conservation Board,
and the LOR Foundation.
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In March, Colorado Open Lands closed
this 389-acre easement in Weld County,
just outside the town of Orchard. The
project includes flexible water-sharing
agreements, helping prevent “buy and
dry” in the area. Project partners include
the Natural Resource Conservation
Service, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service,
Ducks Unlimited, The Walton Family
Foundation, and Colorado Water
Conservation Board.
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The Allen Ranch, a Colorado Centennial
Farm, is one of the three largest ranching
operations in the Gunnison Valley, and is
currently ranched by the fourth and fifth
generations of the Allen family. Located
in the incredibly scenic Jack’s Cabin area
and within Gunnison Sage-grouse habitat,
this conserved 921-acre property will add
to the 1,183 acres owned by this family
already under conservation easement
with COL. This property was conserved
in partnership with Gunnison Ranchland
Conservation Legacy, Natural Resources
Conservation Service, Colorado Parks
and Wildlife, and Gunnison Valley Land
Preservation Fund. Photo by Allen Family.

BLACK BULLET
This project conserves an additional
359 acres of the over 3,000 owned by a
single ranching family in the Crawford
area. The family runs a cow/calf
operation with hay production. Much
of their land is already under easement
with COL. The Black Bullet property
protects
Gunnison
Sage-grouse
habitat and is located in an area dense
with conservation easements. COL
partnered with Gunnison Ranchland
Conservation
Legacy,
Natural
Resources
Conservation
Service,
and Colorado Parks and Wildlife to
complete the project. Photo by GRCL.
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YOCAM RANCH
Yocam Ranch is a 1,218-acre ranch
on the South Platte River just outside
of Orchard in Morgan County. North
American Wetlands Conservation Act
(NAWCA) helped fund some of the
transaction costs of this easement.
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HANSEN CATTLE RANCH
Largely visible from Colorado
State Highway 92 and Gunnison
National Forest, the 907-acre
Hansen Cattle Ranch provides
permanently preserved viewsheds
in an area increasingly divided
into “ranchettes.” This project was
completed in partnership with
Gunnison Ranchland Conservation
Legacy and the Gunnison Valley
Land Preservation Fund. Photo by
Dawn Reeder.
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Hollenbeck Lick Park is nearly entirely
surrounded by Bureau of Land
Management and U.S. Forest Service
Land and is located in an area with rural
“ranchette” development pressure, making
these 1,320 acres all the more important to
protect. This property, along with adjacent
land under easement with NRCS, is
managed as a cow/calf operation
and provides critical habitat for the
Gunnison Sage-grouse. This property
was conserved in partnership with
Gunnison Ranchland Conservation
Legacy, Natural Resource Conservation
Service, and Colorado Parks and
Wildlife.

LA FLEUR FARM
Conservation of this 526-acre
farm also encumbers senior water
rights in Logan County, which
consistently ranks in the top five
most
productive
agricultural
counties in the state. The project
was completed in partnership with
Ducks Unlimited.
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This 195-acre property is used for
cattle ranching and hay production
and contains frontage along the
North Fork of the Gunnison River.
The easement protects open space
and habitat within the increasingly
subdivided Hotchkiss area of Delta
County.

ROSS RANCH
COL’s first easement in Moffat County
is the Ross Ranch, a 164-acre livestock
and hay operation just outside the city
of Craig. The ranch boasts impressive
wildlife habitat, including frontage
along the Yampa River, for sandhill
crane, elk and deer, river otter, and bald
eagle. This easement was conserved
in partnership with Great Outdoors
Colorado. Photo provided by the Ross
Family.
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WILLIAMS SINGING
RIVER RANCH
These 89 acres in Clear Creek County
include 1.1 miles of the Upper Bear
Creek and are important habitat for
black bear, mountain lion, moose, elk,
and migratory birds. The landowners
are engaged in a fishery enhancement
plan to improve habitat.
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COX RANCH
The Cox Ranch represents an
additional 693 acres of conserved
ranchland in Gunnison County. The
property ties in with adjacent BLM
lands and is located near additional
COL easement lands. Over 1.5 miles
of the Little Blue Creek flows through
the property, which provides habitat
for elk, moose, black bear, mule deer
and mountain lion. The property
was conserved in partnership with
Gunnison Ranchland Conservation
Legacy and Gunnison Valley Land

Preservation Fund.
Dawn Reeder.
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Leaving a legacy for Colorado
The first unexpected gift came in the mail in early January –
a contribution to Colorado Open Lands from a firm in New
York in memory of Dan Sheffield to acknowledge his love of
his recently adopted state of Colorado. Shortly after, a few
more – from admirers and loved ones in Michigan, Virginia,
and Florida. Within weeks it was dozens of gifts – enough that
we embarked in some research to track down Mr. Sheffield’s
family, including his wife who was living in Conifer, Colorado,
where the two had just recently moved post-retirement to live
their dream of being in the mountains of Colorado.
We reached out to Mr. Sheffield’s daughter Danielle Veldman,
who commented, “before committing to an impactful and
lifelong career with RGIS inventory, Dan’s first passion and
pursuit at Louisiana State University was forestry. At just 19
years old, Dan and his wife Sam had dreamed of moving to
Colorado. Forty years later, when it came time for Dan to retire,
their dream came true. Dan and Sam have spent the last three
Dan Sheffield
years finally living in the beauty of the land they have always
loved. Dan instilled a love of nature and wild spaces in his kids from an early age and loved to spend his time
golfing, fishing, hiking, and relaxing in their mountain home. Gifts in his honor to Colorado Open Lands have
given his family a meaningful way to see his presence in the mountains live on, and we are so grateful to those that
have contributed.”
“It is incredibly humbling to have an opportunity to work to conserve our beautiful state with the support of Mr.
Sheffield’s circle of friends, family, and formal colleagues. He loved this place in life, and now he will continue to
have a permanent impact on conserving the very places that brought him here,” said COL Director of Conservation
Sarah Parmar.
The conservation community also lost two giants this past year – Bill Vollbracht of Denver who was a founding
board member of Colorado Open Lands, and John Beach of
Loveland who was a long-time board member and supporter of
Legacy Land Trust, which merged with Colorado Open Lands in
2016. Through the support from their friends and family in the
way of memorial contributions, their vision for conserved open
lands and waters in Colorado will continue to live on.

John Beach

Mr. Beach’s daughter Karen shared, “throughout his life, John
lived for the outdoors, whether it was fishing high lakes in the
wilderness, hiking or cross-country skiing in Rocky Mountain
National Park, camping, or bicycling throughout the United
States.”
John Beach
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Mr. Beach was known as a leader in the Northern Colorado

conservation community who loved to fish high alpine lakes and bike with friends. His daughter Karen continues
to stay involved with COL.
Jane Clark, former Director of Legacy Land Trust added, “To Legacy Land Trust, John gave his steady hand as a
Director and as President of the Board for several years. He guided responsible policies and practices overseeing
the land trust’s financial health. His was always a voice of reason, patience, diplomacy, and affirmative action in the
most positive ways. He was instrumental to the organization’s success for all the years he was involved.”

Bill Vollbracht

“Bill’s commitment to the
mission and unwavering
dedication will remain his
legacy forever.”

And finally, COL was sad to lose long-time supporter and
Board Member Emeritus Bill Vollbracht. Mr. Vollbracht became
involved with Colorado Open Lands during our work on the
protection of Evans Ranch in 1985. He joined the board of
directors in 1993 and served until 2018.

Former President of Colorado Open Lands Dan Pike said,
“Colorado Open Lands arguably may not exist without Bill
Vollbracht. His commitment to the work of COL was quiet,
deep, and steadfast. Over time, I came to understand that was
also Bill’s commitment to people. He could certainly question
you and challenge you, but his support never wavered. He was a booster; he enabled you. The array of people who
considered Bill a mentor is long and impressive. The only thing Bill asked was what could he do. Bill was that kind
of guy who didn’t ask for favors, he gave them.”
Current Board member and friend of Mr. Vollbracht Wes Segelke added, “For 25 years, Bill Vollbracht provided
inspiration, leadership, and expertise to make Colorado Open Lands the premier leader in Colorado conservation
that it is today. His commitment to the mission and unwavering dedication will remain his legacy forever.”
In 2005, Colorado Open Lands honored Mr. Vollbracht with the George E. Cranmer Award for his efforts on
behalf of land conservation. Through
his legions of friends and associates,
whether it be congressmen, business
people, or cattle ranchers, he has been
a tireless advocate for Colorado Open
Lands and land conservation, and his
presence and wisdom will be greatly
missed.
President Tony Caligiuri said, “It is
humbling to think, as you look out
on some of the most iconic protected
landscapes in Colorado, the lasting
impact these three gentlemen have had
in preserving the future of Colorado in
perpetuity.”

Bill Vollbracht (second from right) being honored with the George E.
Cranmer Award in 2005, with Dan Pike, John Freyer, Sylvia
Cranmer McLaughlin, and Ray Baker.
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find much more great content at
coloradoopenlands.org!

Have you visited our website lately?
It’s full of conservation information and news, including:
• Industry-leading research • Information about conservation successes
• Videos featuring landowners sharing stories in their own words • Innovative
opportunities for giving • Maps and statistics about conservation wins

